Slave notes: (see notebook frames, ch9 sec2)

• In the year __ __ __, importation of slaves was banned.
• But by 1860, there were approximately ___ million slaves in U.S.
• The triangular slave trade (16th—early 19th centuries) was 'product' distribution of the following:

  __________ TO GREAT BRITAIN

  __________ TO THE COLONIES

  __________ TO WEST AFRICA

• Slaves primarily worked in the agricultural sector of the economy. (Not in the manufacturing, educational, government sectors, etc...)
• Slaves were forbidden to: Marry, vote, own property, testify in court, receive an education, earn freedom through work
• Seasoned slaves = Experienced Slaves
• Large Plantations were built to be self-sufficient:

  Mansion  Overseer’s House  Workshops, Mills, Store  Slaves Quarters

• Mostly, slaves were considered like farm animals. (Economic commodities)
• Name reasons slavery thrived in the south. mild climate, fertile soil, ag. sector
• Name reasons slavery did NOT thrive in the north.
  --cold climate --rocky soil NE --Quakers/Puritans (religious reasons) --education (more colleges) -- more powerful newspapers --manufacturing sector
• Cotton becomes #1 export in U.S...spinning machines/ looms increase need for more slaves.

(THE END)